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Abstract
An Evaluation of Behavior Analytic Jargon on Parents of Children with Autism
Ruth Beatrice Whipple
Major Advisor: Rachael Tilka, Ph. D.

Research suggests that profession specific jargon can be perceived negatively by
individuals outside of that profession perhaps due to a lack of understanding. Much of the
current research has focused on the social validity of utilizing technical terminology with
laypersons and has shown that overall there is a preference for nontechnical terminology
according to public opinion. Yet, little research has been done in the area of parent training
to assess the effects of jargon on more direct measures of performance such as a parent’s
accuracy with implementing a treatment procedure. Therefore, the purpose of the present
study was to evaluate the comparative effects of jargon and non-jargon on the percentage
of steps implemented correctly during a multiple stimulus without replacement (MSWO)
preference assessment. Specifically, the first condition contained instructions written in
technical behavior analytic jargon, and the second condition included instructions written
in nontechnical language. Participants included three parents of children with autism in a
hospital-based clinic. The results indicated that performance was high when instructions
were provided in technical jargon and did not increase further once instructions were
provided in nontechnical language. The implications of these findings for the parent
training literature were also discussed.
Keywords: Jargon, technical terminology, preference assessment, parent training
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Merriam Webster (1996) defines jargon as obscure and often pretentious language
marked by long words that are typically used by a special group. Two critical attributes of
jargon that are illustrated in this definition are: (a) that it is utilized by individuals who are
“special” (i.e., specialized in a particular field or profession), and (b) that the individuals
are part of a group to which a number of individuals belong. It is typical practice for
special groups such as mathematicians, doctors, accountants, lawyers, and engineers as
well as behavior analysts to use jargon in order to communicate effectively. One may argue
that professionals within these fields must demonstrate a thorough understanding of the
associated jargon within their area of expertise in order to claim competency or mastery of
the profession. Additionally, one can see how it may be beneficial among professionals to
utilize jargon that has been adopted by the field to which they belong. For instance, among
other things, technical terminology provides a common language that arguably promotes
unification in understanding and practice between and among researchers and practitioners
in their respective fields. Additionally, it may allow for precision which ultimately will
likely lead to more refined administration of procedures so that treatments can be delivered
with a high degree of integrity.

Jargon’s Effect on the Consumer
While the potential benefits of jargon between and among professions in a given
field may be clear, one must consider the impact technical terminology may have on
individuals outside of the profession such as consumers who are interested in benefiting
from the treatments and services available. What once may have been a language intended
to promote clarity, precision, and unification may lead to confusion in those who are not
proficient in it. This may ultimately dissuade consumers from investing in the services
available.
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This point, is perhaps best illustrated through an anecdotal account provided by
Bailey (1991). Specifically, he recounts a time in which he witnessed operant conditioning
with birds at a botanical garden. The birds engaged in behaviors such as riding small bikes
and driving miniature boats across a pond. At the end of the performance the trainer
explained that the animals are able to do this through “affection training”. However, this
term is clearly mentalistic and a more accurate term would have been operant conditioning.
When the trainer was asked why these acts were explained in such a way, she responded by
clarifying how she didn’t want to complicate matters and confuse the audience.
This story is a perfect example of how behavior analytic jargon may be unpleasing
or confusing to individuals who are not familiar with it. Bailey went on to discuss how the
use of an alternative language could perhaps be necessary when discussing behavior
analysis with lay audiences, a point that has been articulated by many authors. (Bailey,
1991; Critchfield et al., 2017; Foxx, 1996; Freedman, 2015; Lindsey, 1991)
When considering Bailey’s above account concerning how behavior analytic
terminology may be unpleasing to certain audiences, it should be mentioned that certain
technical terminology utilized in the field of behavior analysis may have a negative
connotation due to a previous conditioning history. Specifically, it can be argued that
(among other terms), terms such as control, manipulation, consequence, and punishment
may have frequently been paired with aversive stimuli or conditions such that the terms
begin to elicit emotional responding and ultimately evoke an avoidance response. For
instance, the term “behavior modification” has been historically known to evoke an
unfavorable response among the general public. Woolfolk, Woolfolk, and Wilson (1977)
conducted a study in which participants were asked to evaluate their preference between
two identical teaching videos with different labels: behavior modification and humanistic
education. The first experiment included two groups of undergraduate students. Both
groups were instructed to watch two videos, but the labels were switched between the
groups. The “behavior modification” video for the first group was labeled “humanistic
education” for the second group. The same procedure was used with the second
experiment, except the participants included graduate students. The study required
participants to watch two videos of an elementary special education teaching strategy.
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Despite the fact that the two teaching approaches were identical, both participants showed
a preference for the activities in the video that were described as humanistic. Videos that
were described as humanistic were rated significantly more effective than videos with the
description “behavior modification.” Moreover, participants also rated the teachers more
favorable when it was believed they were following a humanistic approach. This
experiment is intended to illustrate the point that terminology such as behavior
modification may come to evoke an avoidance response which may have developed due to
previous conditioning history.
It is important to mention that this negative response pattern is not unique to the
term behavior modification and has also been observed with other behavior analytic
terminology. For instance, Critchfield et al. (2017) examined how the general public
reacted to words commonly used in the field of Behavior Analysis. Specifically,
Individuals of the general public rated English words from a public domain list. The
participants rated the words based on the emotional reactions they elicited. Words were
chosen from the database if the researchers deemed them important to Behavior Analytic
technical terminology. The terms that were chosen were divided into four different
categories. Including: (a) behavior analysis technical terms, (b) general scientific terms, (c)
behavioral assessment terms, and (d) general clinical terms. The behavior analysis
technical terms consisted of words that are typically used between behavior analysts about
functional relations and specific interventions. The general science terms consisted of
words that are commonly used among behavior analysts, but are not idiosyncratic to the
field. The terms related to behavioral assessment included words related to the
measurement of behavior and clinical effects that can be detected. The last group was
general clinical terms. This group was similar to the general science terms group in that it
consisted of words behavior analysts use clinically but are not specific to Behavior
Analysis. The results of this study indicated that behavior analytic terms were rated more
unpleasant compared to other professional terms, and unpleasant compared to English
words in general.
Similarly, Axelrod (1992) discussed the topic of jargon with respect to
dissemination outside of the field and pointed out that language used by behavior analysts
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is often opposed by the general public. Specifically, terms such as punishment,
reinforcement, control, and consequence may be interpreted as controlling or coercive to
laypersons not familiar with the way these terms are used in Behavior Analysis.
Witt, Moe, Gutkin, and Andrews (1984) also addressed the issue of jargon in
terminology by conducting a study in which 112 teachers were asked to rate the
acceptability of the classroom procedure, “staying in at recess”. The language and the
rationale that was used in each of the intervention descriptions varied. The descriptions
contained three different types of jargon: (a) behavioral, (b) pragmatic, and (c) humanistic.
Additionally, the level of problem behavior in the descriptions varied by severity: mild
versus moderate. Participants rated the acceptability of the different interventions. The
results of this study indicated that the pragmatic descriptions were rated higher and more
acceptable than the behavioral and humanistic descriptions.
Ultimately, the results of the above-mentioned studies could have important
implications when considering the specific terminology chosen when communicating with
laypersons. If technical terms that are often utilized in behavior analytic jargon have been
shown to evoke negative responding then it may be in the best interest of the field to select
terminology that is more appealing to the general public and potential consumers of the
science.

Jargon’s Effect on Understanding
Along with past experience and negative connotation, understanding is also
important in one’s perception of terminology (Zimmerman & Jucks, 2018). Many behavior
analysts have discussed methods intended to promote understanding and proper synthesis
of behavior analytic terminology by those who may not be familiar or well-versed in the
science (i.e., many potential consumers). An important point that merits reemphasis is the
idea that a large portion of consumers are those looking to the field for its potential
therapeutic benefits rather than scientists and/or practitioners who possess the behavioral
repertoire required to properly synthesize the language in order to effectively carry out the
techniques. This is perhaps one reason Foxx (1996) stressed the idea that behavior analysts
need to act as translators and behavioral ambassadors. The duty of a behavioral ambassador
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is to effectively communicate and translate behavior analysis to others. It is reasonable to
assert that an effective translator should consider the consumers’ learning history, and
present the terminology in a way that can be easily understood.
Within the medical field, it has been shown that medical professionals are viewed
as more credible when they select terminology that is understandable to their clients. For
instance, Zimmerman and Jucks (2018) researched how laypersons evaluated the use of
accommodative (i.e., language that is similar to the language that the audience already
uses) versus non-accommodative (i.e., technical jargon) language by medical experts in an
online health forum. There were two groups of participants. One group consisted of
medical experts with a past history of medical technical jargon, while the other group was
made up of laypersons. Participants were presented with posts to read that contained either
a high amount of medical technical jargon or a low amount technical jargon.
The results indicated that the group of participants who were laypeople deemed the
post as more credible if the medical terminology was accommodative to the specific
audience. The group of participants who were medical experts, however, judged the
credibility of the post as higher if there was more technical jargon used. Perhaps one
primary reason why laypersons preferred the accommodative language was due to their
previous history. In other words, they did not have experience with the medical technical
terminology which therefore influenced their ability to comprehend it which then may have
led them to rate the source of the terminology as less credible. This study illustrates that
consumers’ history is an important factor to consider when it comes to communicating
details of a product or service. If an individual does not have the level of expertise needed
to comprehend the terminology that is offered concerning a product or service, the source
is likely to be perceived as less creditable which could influence the consumer’s decision
to invest in those services long-term.
Along with the medical field, similar findings have also been presented in the field
of Behavior Analysis. For instance, Rolider, Axelrod, and Van Houten (1998) analyzed
how technical language can affect how a behavioral intervention is understood and
accepted by the general public and behavior technicians. There were two groups of
participants for this study. One group included individuals who were unfamiliar with
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behavior analysis. The second group included behavior technicians. Each group of
participants was presented with treatment descriptions written using three different styles:
(a) technical language, (b) a conversational style language (i.e., colloquial), and (c) a
conversational style with an outcome statement that described in detail the outcome of the
prescribed interventions. The researchers found that the behavior technicians rated the
technical language as appropriate, while the general public participants had an easier time
understanding the treatments described in conversational style. Once the potential
outcomes were added to the conversational style descriptions, the general public
participants expressed an even greater preference.
Becirevic, Critchfield, and Reed (2016) extended the findings of Rolider and
colleagues (1998) by investigating how the general public rated the social acceptability of
technical versus nontechnical behavioral terms. Two hundred participants that did not have
a background in Behavior Analysis participated in this study. Participants were asked to
rate the acceptability of six pairs of technical and nontechnical terms. These acceptability
ratings were based off of how the terms sounded as treatments that were to be implemented
with populations that typically receive behavior analytic services. The results of this study
indicated that participants rated nontechnical terms as more acceptable than the technical
terminology.
The differences across professions examined (e.g., medicine or behavior analytic)
that is still accompanied by seemingly uniform and consistent findings suggests a reliable
and predictable pattern of responding from the general public that illustrates a potential
lesson to keep in mind for behavioral researchers and practitioners. That lesson is that the
use of profession- specific jargon potentially presents a barrier to the acceptability of
services provided. However, it is also important to keep in mind that many of these studies
(e.g., Rolider, Axelrod & Van Houten, 1998; Zimmerman & Jucks, 2018) demonstrated
that when individuals were proficient in the language, they rated the technical terminology
as helpful and indicated that the procedures could be more easily understood. One question
that remains might consider whether individuals who may have had more exposure to the
terminology than the general public (though not enough to be an expert) might also find the
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terms helpful in carrying out a procedure or whether the terminology would still lead to
confusion.
Moreover, while each of these studies is relevant in beginning to gain an
understanding of the effects of jargon when implemented with laypersons, the primary
dependent measure has been a measure of social validity or essentially a measure that
assesses public opinion. Though social validity may be an important consideration, a
procedure or treatment can still be effective even if it is not socially valid. Therefore, it
would be interesting to learn if the use of behavior analytic jargon influences factors
relevant to the effectiveness of treatment. For instance, one might wonder if the use of
jargon would influence a consumer’s ability to effectively follow a treatment procedure.
Though it may be intended to promote the precision needed to carry out procedures with a
high degree of integrity, jargon may also present a barrier for a consumer who is unfamiliar
and ultimately decrease the effectiveness of the treatment. Research in this area would go
beyond assessing social validity and provide a direct measure of the effects of jargon on
treatment integrity which is an important factor that contributes to the effectiveness of
treatment.
Research has been done to assess the effects of a variety of factors on the ability of
a layperson to carry out a treatment procedure. For instance, Graff and Karsten (2012)
conducted a study with participants that were not well-versed in Behavior Analysis. This
study evaluated the effects of a self- instruction treatment package for teachers to
implement, score, and translate the results of two types of stimulus preference assessments.
The participants of this study were asked to complete a paired stimulus (PS) and multiple
stimulus without replacement (MSWO) preference assessment with simulated consumers.
In the baseline condition teachers were given written instructions drawn from the methods
of published literature on the PS and MSWO preference assessments. It is critical to note
that these instructions were written in technical language. The participants were not given
any additional guidance beyond the technical written instructions. In the second condition
teachers were exposed to a treatment package. Specifically, participants were given
enhanced written instructions that included step-by-step written instructions without
technical language and data sheets that included picture diagrams. The results of this study
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indicated that the inexperienced participants performed the interventions better under the
condition that included written instructions in nontechnical language. While this study
begins to explore the question concerning the effect of jargon on treatment integrity, it did
not isolate the effects of the jargon given that the second condition contained a packaged
intervention. Therefore, perhaps the improvement in performance can be attributed to other
differences in the instructions such as the addition of pictures or the step-by-step
breakdown rather than the use of nontechnical language.
Similar findings can be observed in a study conducted by Jarmolowicz et al.
(2008). One difference in this study from the previous study, was the isolation of the
written instruction component. Jarmolowicz and colleagues analyzed the effects of written
instructions in nontechnical language alone and not part of a treatment package. This twopart study analyzed how technical and nontechnical language affected treatment preference
and integrity. The first experiment assessed the preference of the behavioral intervention,
functional communication training (FCT). The participants for this experiment included
experienced graduate students and inexperienced direct care staff. The experienced group
consisted of graduate students who had completed at least one-year of graduate level work
in behavior analysis. The inexperienced group were direct care staff who did not have
formal training in applied behavior analysis. The inexperienced staff were new on the job
with their participation in the study beginning on their first day of work. Additionally, they
had no previous training or interaction with the clients and no prior experience with
implementing behavioral treatment. Thus, these participants were no different than the
general public. Participants were split up into four groups of ten participants: experienced
technical, experienced nontechnical, inexperienced technical, and inexperienced
nontechnical. Participants were given written descriptions of the FCT intervention based
on the group they were assigned to. A four-item questionnaire was given to each
participant to complete after reading the intervention descriptions. The questions rated to
what extent the participants understood, felt comfortable with, and identified compassion
in the description. The most significant result of this experiment was observed in item one
of the questionnaire which inquired about the perceived understanding of each description.
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The mean score for the inexperienced technical group revealed that there was significantly
lower understanding than with the other groups.
Experiment two was designed to examine the effects of technical and nontechnical
language on treatment integrity. The participants of this study included the same 20
individuals from the inexperienced group in experiment one. The experienced group was
not included in experiment two. The participants remained in the same groups they were
assigned to in the first experiment (technical and nontechnical language). Along with the
appropriate FCT scripts, necessary materials were provided prior to the beginning of the
session. Therapists collected data on four different target responses: opportunity to
implement FCT, correct implementation, extinction opportunity, and incorrect extinction
implementation. Participants were instructed to respond to the behavior according to the
written descriptions that were provided. The results of this experiment indicated that the
nontechnical language group demonstrated higher treatment integrity for both of the
components of the experiment (FCT and Extinction).
While this study does isolate the effects of jargon and examines it in relation to
treatment integrity, one might wonder whether similar results would be seen if jargon were
used with parents of children with autism rather than the general public. It is possible that
parents of children with autism may perform differently given that they may have obtained
more exposure to such terminology. Additionally, those in the experienced group had one
year of master’s level experience and the results of experiment one indicated that they
scored higher on understanding. It is reasonable to suppose that a parent (who likely has
had some exposure to jargon) may score higher than an individual in the general public
(who has had no exposure to jargon).

Parent’s Understanding of Jargon
As mentioned, another population that should be of concern is parents of children
with developmental disabilities (DD). Applied Behavior Analysis is commonly used with
individuals with DD. When working with children or adolescents it is important that the
parents are able to understand and approve of the interventions that are suggested. This will
also help the parents more effectively implement the interventions in the home when a
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behavior analyst is not present. For instance, Banks, Shriver, Chadwell, and Allen (2018)
conducted a study to evaluate how parents rated the acceptability of a behavioral treatment,
along with how well they understood the wording of the treatment. The participants for this
study were parents of children in an outpatient clinic. Time- out was the behavioral
intervention that was chosen. Specifics concerning the time out procedure were written in
technical language, non- technical language, and popular language. The technical and nontechnical language descriptions were similar except the technical description used words
such as negative punishment, noncompliance, and stimuli in place of the lay language. The
popular language description used words found in common parenting books. The results of
this study indicated that parents found each description as equally acceptable, but had
better recall of the steps in the time- out intervention when the non- technical description
was used. Recall is an important component when it comes to comprehension. Therefore,
this study shows that non- technical language may increase parent implementation and
understanding of the interventions being used with their children.
It is clear that understanding is critical for recall, which arguably is an essential
component in the effective implementation and maintenance of a treatment procedure.
Furthermore, the aforementioned study and previous studies described help illustrate the
importance of using more conversational, less technical terminology when attempting to
disseminate knowledge to the general public. This approach could potentially enable the
information to be more easily understood and accepted so that ultimately procedures could
perhaps be carried out correctly and with a high degree of integrity. With that in mind, it is
important to further consider the type of audience who will specifically be likely to be
consumers (i.e., the parents or caretakers of individuals with autism) and how to most
effectively communicate the information to them so that it will promote the most
substantial therapeutic gains. As mentioned, while previous studies have assessed the
effects of jargon on the ability of the general public to carry out treatment procedures, less
research has been done in the area of parent training.
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Antecedent Training Procedures in Parent Training
Antecedent components of an intervention such as the use of technical jargon are
critical considerations during parent training. However, while it is clear that reducing
technical language, may be helpful, the modality of delivery is also an important
consideration. Lerman, Swiezy, Perkins-Park, and Roane (2000) analyzed the antecedent
intervention of written and verbal instructions. The authors conducted a study in which
they taught three parents of children who engaged in problem behavior to implement
behavior management strategies using written and verbal instructions. In the baseline
condition, problem behavior occurred, and parents were instructed to react how they
normally would. In the next condition, parents were provided with written instructions that
were read aloud to them. The instructions specified how to respond to their child’s problem
behavior. If the parent did not reach the mastery criterion with the written instructions
alone, then a feedback phase was later implemented. The results of this study indicated that
a combination of written and spoken instructions was enough to teach each parent at least
some of the behavior management skills. While written instructions were shown to be
effective in this case, it is still questionable whether instructions would be as effective if
written in technical jargon. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to evaluate the
comparative effects jargon and non-jargon on the percentage of steps implemented
correctly during an MSWO preference assessment. Specifically, the first condition
contained instructions written in technical behavior analytic jargon and the second
condition contained instructions written in nontechnical language. The participants were
three parents of children with autism in a hospital-based clinic.
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Chapter 2
Method
Participants
Parents. The participants for this study included three parents of children
diagnosed with autism. The children attend a local children’s hospital outpatient specialty
clinic for individuals with developmental disabilities. Participants were recruited in person
after the director of the clinic approved them for participation in the study. In order to be
considered for participation in the study, parents must have reported having received
behavioral therapy for their child. This was to ensure the participants selected were similar
to the typical parent rather than an individual whose knowledge may be more consistent
with the general public. Additionally, parents must have reported not having had any
experience conducting a preference assessment, reading about preference assessments, or
watching one being conducted. The aforementioned inclusion criteria were assessed using
a questionnaire (Refer to Appendix A).
Inclusion was also based on the participants’ hours at the clinic. Participants were
briefly informed of the nature of the study, and given a document of consent to read and
sign if they agreed to participate (See Appendix B). After the participant read the
document, all questions were answered by the therapist or director of the clinic. Each
parent was then tested to assess his or her previous exposure to an MSWO preference
assessment. If they met the inclusion criteria, they were asked to complete documents of
informed consent prior to beginning the study.
Children. In addition, three children of the parent participants served as the
consumers of the intervention that the parents will be implementing. The parent
participants were also asked to sign consent forms for their children to be participants in
the study, and so the data could potentially be used for research purposes.
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Setting and Materials
The sessions were conducted in treatment rooms at an outpatient clinic of a
children’s hospital located in central Florida. The treatment rooms were equipped with a
table and chairs for the parent, child, and therapist. The room also included the materials
necessary for the parents to implement the intervention such as written instructions, a
stopwatch, data sheets, five items for the preference assessment, and writing instruments.
The experimenter remained in the room to take data and instruct the participant when to
begin. Materials were arranged so that the parent participant was always seated in a
specific seat at the table, and the child was seated directly across.

Dependent Variables and Measurement
Behavioral targets. The following dependent variables were drawn from Graff
and Karsten (2012) but also include a few additional target items primarily related to data
collection. The experimenter and trained observers collected data on the parents’
percentage of target responses that are scored as correct during each trial or toy
presentation. Each data point was based on the overall percentage of steps correctly
implemented across five different trials. Eight target responses pertaining to the MSWO
assessment were assessed during each trial. Within each MSWO session, one of the eight
target responses could be scored multiple times. The observers scored the target responses
in the intervention as correct or incorrect on a data sheet (See Appendix C). Each target
response or step within the intervention was operationally defined; if any portion of the
step was not met, then took take data on whether parents accurately implemented the
following target responses: (a) stimulus presentation: observers scored a stimulus
presentation as correct if the three following criteria are met 1) the parent placed the
correct number of toys that corresponded with that trial in a straight horizontal line on the
table (i.e., five toys for trial one, four toys for trial two, three toys for trial three, etc.) 2)
The items needed to be presented in the same order as the items listed on their data sheet
with the first item on the far left. An incorrect response was scored if the parent failed to
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fill in the data sheet and therefore did not position the toys according to its reference. 3) On
subsequent trials after trial one, a correct response was scored during presentation if the
item the child selected was not included in the array. (b) Stimulus removal: with the
exception of the last trial, correct stimulus removal was scored if the parent removed all
toys from the table after the child had selected an item and placed them in a small pile next
to them. (c) Data recording: correct data recording was scored if the parent correctly
recorded the name of the toy the child selected next to the trial it corresponded with on the
data sheet. (d) Stimulus position: correct stimulus position was scored if parent placed the
toys approximately 2-inches apart and one foot in front of the child. (e) Post selection
response: correct post selection was scored if the parent rotated the position of the toy in
the array so that the toy on the far left was moved to the far right end of the array and respaced the items so that they were positioned in front of the child. (f) Response blocking:
this target was scored as correct if the parent blocked the child from approaching multiple
items at the same time. An incorrect response was scored if the parent’s hands did not
move toward the hand of the child when an attempt to grab multiple items was made. (g)
Timer: observers recorded a correct response if the participant switched the timer on during
the child’s 30 second interaction with the toy. (h) Trial termination: observers scored a
correct response if the parent terminated the trial by removing the toys from the table if the
child did not respond within 30-seconds. Response blocking and termination of a trail were
only scored if the child responded atypically. If the child responded typically the entire
session, then the parent would simply respond to six of the above eight responses. To
account for the atypical responding, data was taken that indicated whether an atypical
response occurred during each session.
Atypical responding. Similar to Graff and Karsten (2012), atypical responses
included the following: (a) selecting more than one item at the same time, (b) selecting a
second item right after the first item within the same trial, (c) not responding within 30 s
(this could have been due to the simple failure to evoke a response or also the child
engaging in any problem behavior such as tantrumming, stereotypy, or other problem
behaviors), (d) selecting or attempting to select an item that was not presented on that trial,
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(e) selecting an item before being instructed to “Choose one”, and (f) not relinquishing the
toy.

Interobserver Agreement
A second observer independently observed and scored 40% of the sessions to
determine interobserver agreement (IOA). There was an overall average of 95% agreement
among the sessions. Observers were trained by running mock practice sessions, and having
the opportunity to review the data sheet, practice collecting data, and asking any questions
regarding the procedure. For IOA across independent target responses and atypical
responses, an agreement was scored if both observers recorded a correct or incorrect
implementation of a specific target response and scored the presence or absence of problem
behavior the same way. A disagreement was scored if one observer scored a target
response as correct and the second observer scored the target response as incorrect or if one
observer scored the presence of problem behavior while the other scored an absence of
problem behavior. IOA was calculated by dividing the total number of agreements by the
total number of agreements plus disagreements for the session and multiplying by 100.

Independent Variables
Written instructions in technical jargon (baseline). Prior to the start of the first
session, parents were presented with step-by-step instructions concerning how to complete
an MSWO preference assessment (See Appendix D). These instructions were constructed
based on the step-by-step enhanced instructions used by previous authors (Graff &
Karsten, 2012). However, they did not contain supplemental visuals and were written in
heavy behavior analytic jargon. Participants were also given two data sheets for data
collection (See Appendix E) to record responses. The parents were given 30-minutes to
read the instructions prior to the session, but were also permitted to take the instructions
and data sheets in the treatment room during the session. If a parent indicated they were
ready prior to the 30-minutes ending, they could begin the assessment. To maintain
consistency in procedure across participants and ensure the effects of jargon were not
confounded, parents were not permitted to ask questions pertaining to the written
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instructions. If the parent participants did ask questions, the experimenter instructed the
participant to interpret the instructions to the best of his/her ability. Once the participant
was ready, or the 30-minutes was up, participants were brought to a treatment room with
their child, told to sit at the table across from the child, and instructed when to begin.
Written instructions in non-technical terminology. In this condition parents
were provided with the same step-by-step instructions they were previously given that
were based on the steps outlined by previous authors (Graff & Karsten, 2012). However,
these instructions were written in nontechnical terms (See appendix F) and also included
the same datasheet as the previous conditions. The steps in these instructions were similar
to the baseline instructions minus the presence of technical terminology. Parents were
again given 30- minutes to read the instructions prior to beginning the session, and were
also permitted to refer to the instructions during the session.

Research Design
A multiple baseline across participants design was used to evaluate the effects of
the independent variables on the dependent variable. Since there was no change in
performance from baseline to intervention, the design took the form of a three-tier stacked
A-B graph. Sessions were conducted with one parent participant at a time, and each parent
went through the same sequence of conditions. Once the data stabilized, the participant
progressed to the next condition. However, it should be noted that if more atypical
responding occurred, for instance, in the baseline condition then it might be argued that the
increase in performance was due to the lack of atypical responding rather than the presence
of the intervention. Therefore, sessions were continued until an approximate equal amount
of atypical responding occurred for each parent across conditions. Nevertheless, atypical
responding occurred in all but one session during the duration of the study.
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Social Validity
After the parents had the opportunity to read the instructions and implement the
procedure, a four-item questionnaire with a 5- point, Likert scale was provided similar to
the questionnaire used by Jarmolowicz and colleagues (2008).

Procedures
Pre-intervention assessment. As mentioned, prior to beginning the experiment,
potential participants were asked to complete a pre-intervention assessment to determine if
they met the inclusion criteria to participate in the study. The primary researcher scored the
assessment and if the parent did not meet the inclusion criteria, they were thanked for their
time and directed to the appropriate area within the hospital.
Informed consent. Immediately following the scoring of the preliminary
assessment, if the parent met the inclusion requirements, the primary researcher gave the
participant an informed consent document to review. The primary researcher answered any
questions the parent may have had and if the parent agreed to participate, they began parent
training.
Written Instructions in technical jargon (baseline). Baseline consisted of the
following components:
Parent training. Parent training took the form of reviewing instructions. At the
start of each session, parents completed a training that required them to read instructions
for 30-minutes. As mentioned, each set of instructions varied based on the specific variable
being assessed in that condition (e.g., jargon, non-jargon, non-jargon plus visuals). While
they were provided with 30-minutes to read the instructions, parents were not required to
use the entire 30-minutes. While the first session in a condition might have required more
time (it was the first time the parent encountered the material), future sessions were used to
review and refresh on what was read. However, it was believed that if parents were not
provided the option to review the materials prior to the start of each session, some
information could have been forgotten over time (especially given the nature of the
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research design). Additionally, as mentioned, parents were permitted to take the
instructions with them to refer to while conducting the assessment.
Conducting the assessment. A trial was defined as each time a child was provided
with an opportunity to choose a toy. There were a total of five toys that could potentially
have been presented during each session and therefore five trials within a session. Each
trial was designed to be approximately 30-seconds in duration. However, the session could
have been shorter if the child did not respond within thirty seconds. Once the session
began, it did not exceed 30-minutes. This time may have varied depending on the
participants responding, and multiple sessions were not be run in the same day per
participant. Before the session began, the parent was instructed to sit in a chair at a table
across from their child. The parents were provided with all of the materials needed to
complete the assessment. The written instructions directed the parent to arrange the five
toys in a straight line on the table about two inches apart, and one foot in front of their
child. The parent then needed to instruct the child to “choose one.” If the child attempted to
approach multiple items, the parent was to block the attempt. After the child selected one
item, the parent allowed the child to play with the item for 30-seconds and would not put
the chosen item back into the array. The parent would make note of the item that was
selected on the data sheet provided and rearrange the remaining toys. The instructions
prompted parents to rearrange the toys by placing the toy from the far-left side to the farright. The remainder of the session continued in this way until the last toy had been
approached, or the child did not approach the toy within 30- seconds. If problem behavior
occurred, or the child or parent participant indicated a desire to stop, the session was
terminated for that day. Once the session was complete, the parent was prompted by the
instructions to notify the therapist.
Social validity. Following the completion of the assessment, the parents were
administered a social validity questionnaire that was intended to assess their perceptions of
the written instructions provided (See Appendix G).
Written instructions in non- technical terminology. This condition was carried
out identically to the condition above (i.e., it included parent training, and conducting the
assessment) with the exception of the difference in instructions provided. Additionally, a
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different social validity questionnaire was given (See Appendix H) that included the same
first four questions, but also assessed the overall condition preference and level of
education.
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Chapter 3
Results
Behavioral Data
Figure 1 depicts the percentage of trials that were implemented correctly by the
parent participants. When parents were provided with written instructions in technical
terminology (Baseline) their percentage of target responses implemented correctly was a
total average of 83%. Participant 1 had an average of 81%. Participant 2 had an average of
91%, and participant 3 had the lowest averaged percentage of 78%. When participants
were exposed to the second condition of written instructions in non- technical terminology
the percentage of steps implemented correctly did not increase greatly and remained
around the same level as baseline for participant 3 with a slight increase for participants 1
and 2. The average percentage of target responses implemented correctly across all parent
participants in the second condition was an average of 89%.
The average percentage of steps implemented correctly was 83% for participant 1,
93% for participant 2, and 92% for participant 3. At the beginning of baseline, participant
3’s level of performance was around 66% then increased to around 89% at the end of
baseline. When instructions in nontechnical jargon were introduced, performance increased
slightly to an average level of 92%. Observers did notice a fluctuation in the amount of
problem behavior that occurred throughout this participants’ sessions. Many of the errors
that occurred were typically due to problem behavior management.
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Figure 1: Behavioral Data Graph

Percentage of target responses implemented correctly across trials for parents
who experienced written instructions in technical jargon (baseline), and written
instructions in nontechnical jargon. Open circles indicate sessions in which the
child engaged in an atypical response.
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Social Validity Data
Technical jargon. As mentioned, two social validity questionnaires were
presented during this study. One was given to parents after the first condition and another
following the second condition. Considering the results of the questionnaire that was
presented after the first condition (i.e. the condition written in technical jargon). Question
one inquired about the level of understanding regarding the jargon heavy instructions. In
relation to the scale, a 1 indicated there was no understanding and 5 indicated that
participants completely understood. Participants 1 and 2 rated level of understanding a 4
(almost completely understood), while participant 3 remained uncertain and circled 3 and 4
indicating a general understanding as to how to carry out the preference assessment.
Question two asked if understanding would be improved if instructions were delivered
verbally. Participants 1 and 2 rated this a 4 indicating that verbal instructions would almost
completely improve understanding. Participant 3 marked a 5 indicating that verbal
instructions would completely improve understanding. Question three was related to the
clarity of the instructions. Participants 1 and 2 rated this a 3 (somewhat clear) while
participant 3 was again, uncertain, and rated the question a 3 and 4 (somewhat clear to
almost completely clear). The last question was assessing the level of compassion the
instructions had, on a scale of cold/ mechanical (1) to caring/ compassionate (5).
Participant 1 circled 2 while participants 2 and 3 circled 1.
Nontechnical jargon. Following conclusion of the second condition, a final
questionnaire was provided for the parents to complete, inquiring about the instructions
that were written in non- technical jargon. This form had the same first four questions as
the previous questionnaire with the addition of three questions related to the removal of
technical jargon, educational background, and overall condition preference. Question one
asked participants to rate their level of understanding regarding implementation of the
preference assessment. Participants 1 and 3 rated this a 4 (almost completely understood)
while participant 2 rated it a 5 (completely understood). Question two inquired about
verbal instructions. This question was rated a 5 (completely improved) by participants 1
and 3 and a 4 (almost completely improved) by participant 2. Question three was about the
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clarity of the instructions and had more diverse responding. Participant 1 rated it a 3
(somewhat clear), participant 2 a 5 (completely clear), and participant 3 a 4 (almost
completely clear). Question four was related to the level of compassion in the instructions
on a scale of cold and mechanical (1) to caring and compassionate (5). This question was
assigned a 4 by participants 1 and 3, and a 3 by participant 2. Question five asked
participants to rate how helpful the removal of technical jargon was on a five-point scale of
(1) not helpful to (5) very helpful. Participants 1 and 3 circled 5, and participant 2 circled a
4. Question six asked parents to describe their educational background, and the results
indicated that all three participants had higher education degrees in the medical,
psychology, and engineering fields. Participants 1 held a master’s level public health and
medical degree, Participant 2 held a master’s degree in counseling psychology, and
participant 3 held a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering. The final question asked parents
to indicate which condition they understood the best. Although performance remained
relatively consistent across each participant, all three parents indicated a preference toward
the nontechnical jargon condition.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
Behavioral Data
It was anticipated that the results of this study would demonstrate that parents who
did not have previous experience conducting MSWO preference assessments would not be
able to implement the intervention accurately and consistently with jargon heavy written
instructions alone. The findings of this study demonstrated quite the opposite. Although the
parents did not conduct the preference assessment with 100% accuracy, they did
implement the majority of the steps correctly. Mistakes that were often observed during the
assessment were related to stimuli rotation, and management of problem behavior. Due to
the fact that the exact order of the toys needed to be arranged in a specific way each time,
one toy out of place resulted in an incorrect post selection response. Data collectors also
observed the difficulty parents had blocking their child from interacting with the toys
before instructed. Variations in problem behavior were particularly observed in participant
two’s sessions. During these sessions, the child would successfully interact with multiple
toys, get up from the table to get toys, and hold on to the toys after the 30 second timer.
This may have been resolved by specifying to parents that the environment needs to be
arranged so that the child does not touch any toys until instructed or allowing the parent to
set up materials prior to the child entering the room. A divider on the table between the
parent’s materials and the child may also help limit the number of times a child
successfully interacts with a toy before instructed. Another issue that researchers noticed
was that one parent consistently failed to put the last toy on the table during the
assessment. The parent correctly implemented most of the steps, but when one toy was
remaining, the session was terminated, and the toy was never provided to the child to
interact with for the thirty second duration. This behavior was mainly observed with one of
the participants and occurred across conditions. The way in which the participants
interpreted the instructions may have been clarified through feedback.
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These findings contrast those of previous researchers. For instance, Graff and
Karsten (2012) evaluated the effects of jargon on participants implementation of preference
assessments. These researchers found that parents were unable to implement the preference
assessment accurately in the jargon-heavy condition. While Graff and Karsten (2012)
proposed that one potential reason for the low performance may have been technical
jargon, these researchers did not isolate the effects of technical jargon while the current
study did and found that the jargon did not impact performance. This suggests that perhaps
jargon may not have been the reason for poor performance. One potential reason for the
disparity could be due to the difference between the two baseline conditions. Specifically,
Graff and Karsten (2012) provided participants with jargon heavy instructions drawn from
previously published literature (Baseline), followed by the second condition that took the
form of a treatment package consisting of step-by-step written instructions without
technical language and data sheets that included picture diagrams. In the current study, the
baseline condition differed from that of Graff and Karsten (2012) by presenting the
instructions in a task analysis format similar to their second condition thereby allowing
researchers to isolate the effects of the jargon. Perhaps the presence of the task-analysis
was the factor that enabled parents to carry out the procedure successfully in baseline.
Along with the task analysis component, there may be additional factors that may
help explain the differences in findings between previous research and the current study.
For instance, Bailey (1991) emphasized how behavior analytic jargon may be confusing
and unpleasing to those who are not familiar with it. The participants in this study all had
some previous experience with applied behavior analysis therapy (ABA) while the
participants used by Graff and Karsten (2012) were teachers who may not have had the
same behavior analytic exposure. Being in an ABA environment likely exposed parents of
the current study to behavior analytic jargon they may not have encountered before. Over
time, parents may begin to understand these terms and be able to understand them even if
they are applied to a new untaught intervention. This may have been evident with the
parent participants in this study in contrast to the teachers in the previous study.
Specifically, participants 1 and 2 had experienced over two years of ABA therapy while
participant 3 was in the first year. These findings are interesting when compared to the
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parent’s performance. Participant 3, who was new to ABA therapy, had the lowest overall
performance in baseline. The clinic that the participants were recruited from provides
extensive parent training that each of the participants was exposed to on a regular basis.
Previous exposure to the jargon used in the study was highly likely and may have
attributed to a better understanding and in turn, high performance. Perhaps parents with
exposure to ABA therapy may not be affected by technical jargon. This however would
require future research.
Similar to Graff and Karsten (2012), the use of a third condition was the original
plan for the current study. This condition would have consisted of no jargon and pictures
for parents to have a visual of the exact toy placement and rotation sequence mimicking the
second condition used by Graff and Karsten (2012). In the current study, it was determined
that since a ceiling effect was observed in baseline, the written instructions with pictures
was unnecessary. Additionally, given the nature of the errors, it was believed that these
errors did not lend themselves to correction through enhanced visuals. Specifically, some
of the participants failed to block their child’s problem behavior, and this was not further
clarified in the condition containing visuals. A simple revision in the way in which the
instructions were written, or task clarification may have increased the percentages to 100%.

Social Validity
In relation to the previous literature that has been conducted regarding preference
for jargon or no jargon, there were both similarities and differences observed in the current
study. Witt et al. (1984) found that the general public preferred interventions that were
written pragmatically with no jargon over a procedure written in behavioral terms. The
results of the above-mentioned study are consistent with the findings of the current study.
When parents were provided the written instructions in technical jargon and asked to rate
them on a scale of cold/ mechanical (1) to caring/compassionate (5), all three parents rated
the instructions relatively low. One parent scored the question a 2 while the other two
parents circled 1. Although all three participants performed well when given the jargon
heavy instructions, preference still leaned toward the no jargon script.
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One major difference of the current study from previous literature was the level of
understanding participants had reported when provided with behavior analytic jargon. This
finding contrasted with almost all of the previous research in this area. Rolider et al. (1998)
provided three different treatment descriptions to behavior technicians and individuals
representing the general public with little background in behavior analysis. The treatment
descriptions were (a) technical language, (b) a conversational style language (i.e.,
colloquial), and (c) a conversational style with an outcome statement that described in
detail the outcome of the prescribed interventions. The individuals who had little
background in behavior analysis deemed the conversational style instructions easier to
understand and the jargon heavy instructions as more confusing. When looking at the
questionnaire from the current study, that was provided to the participants after the jargon
condition, the participants expressed a high level of understanding toward the baseline
condition. Each participant circled a 4 on a 1-5 scale indicating that they were nearly able
to completely understand the jargon heavy instructions.
The current study used a questionnaire with a 5-point Likert scale similar to the
one used by Jarmolowicz et al. (2008). Similar to the current study, these researchers
presented experienced and inexperience staff members with two different functional
communication instruction documents: Jargon and no jargon. The study consisted of two
smaller experiments. The goal of the first part was to assess the preference of the
behavioral intervention, FCT, while the second portion examined the effects of technical
and nontechnical language on treatment integrity. The results of the first experiment
indicated that the inexperienced group rated the perceived understanding of the jargon
script low. This indicates that inexperienced participants reported little understanding when
the intervention was presented in technical jargon. This finding is different than the current
study due to the fact that parents reported being able to understand the jargon heavy
instructions well.
The second part of the study focused on treatment integrity. The results of this
portion of the experiment indicated that inexperienced individuals demonstrated higher
treatment integrity for both of the components of the experiment (FCT and Extinction)
when instructions were presented in nontechnical language. The findings of the second
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portion of this study differ from the current study based on the fact that participants scored
higher when given instructions without jargon. The current study observed little to no
difference between the jargon condition and the non-jargon condition, indicating that
treatment integrity remained high regardless of the instructional format. Perhaps the results
of the current study differed due to the nature of the task. An MSWO preference
assessment has relatively simple steps that are repeated throughout the assessment. During
the functional communication training in the previous study, there may have been more
complex and varied steps for the participants to implement, and therefore may have been
more confusing once written in technical jargon. Another difference could be the
population that was assessed. The inexperienced participant group consisted of direct care
staff that hand not received formal training in behavior analysis. These participants were
representative of the general public. In the current study, the parent participants had not
received formal training necessarily but had been exposed to behavior analysis and parent
training during ABA therapy.
Along with these differences there were still others, for instance the participants in
the current study were made up of parents of children with an autism diagnosis. The goal
was to assess their performance and preference when given instructions in jargon and no
jargon. Banks et al. (2018) conducted a study to evaluate how parents rated the
acceptability of a behavioral treatment, along with how well they understood the wording
of the treatment. Instead of a preference assessment, this study looked at the behavioral
intervention time-out. The intervention was presented to the parents in three different
formats: technical language, non- technical language, and popular language. The popular
language was simply language found in common parenting books. One of the important
results of this study indicated that the parents found each of the descriptions as acceptable.
This differs from the current study in that all three of the parents indicated having a
preference when instructions were written in non-technical jargon.
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Chapter 5
Limitations
The current study has limitations that should not go unnoted. The educational
background of the reader is extremely important information to consider. The participants
in the current study all performed high in baseline when presented with instructions in
technical jargon. All three participants had higher education degrees, and one of the
participants in particular had a degree in a field that may have exposed her to the jargon
used in this study. Specifically, this parent had a master’s degree in the field of
Psychology. The jargon specific terms used in the technical jargon script may have been
easier to interpret due to her learning history. Another participant held a master’s level
medical degree, and the final participant was an engineer. Based on these findings it could
be argued that the participants in this study had an advantage over individuals who do not
have a similar educational background. This presents a major limitation to this study.
Clinics that provide behavior analytic services work with parents with various learning
histories. It is extremely important to recognize that these findings may be different with
other populations. One way in which the participant pool could have been varied would
have been to add a question in the pretest related to participant’s educational background.
Results could have been compared between participants with different learning histories or
allowed for a more diverse participant pool.
Additionally, the nature of the assessment may be considered relatively simple to
some individuals and thus these results may not generalize to more complex procedures.
With that in mind, the use of jargon may not have been a barrier due to the simplicity of
the assessment. Perhaps a more complex intervention would yield different results.
Interventions such as a functional analysis or functional communication training could be
useful for parents to learn but more complex. Interventions that consist of multiple steps
that vary may be more confusing and increase in difficulty when presented in technical
jargon.
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The lack of experimental control demonstrated is another limitation of this study.
One may argue that researchers did not prove that the parents did not already know how to
implement the preference assessment. However, researchers did administer a questionnaire
over preference assessments prior to parents participating in the study. This allowed for
inclusion of parents that reported having little to no knowledge of preference assessments.
In order to demonstrate experimental control, an adjustment to this study could be made by
allowing the parents to identify their child’s preference without the presence of any written
instructions. All of the same materials could be provided, and parents would be scored on
the same targets. This alternative baseline condition could then be compared to a second
condition of instructions in technical jargon, followed by a third condition with no jargon.
Moreover, participants were asked to not discuss the study with other parents/
participants or research the assessment, this was a variable that researchers could not
completely control. The written instructions in technical jargon contained the name of the
preference assessment the participants were implementing. A simple search on the internet
would have produced videos, research articles, and instructions on how to implement the
assessment. To eliminate this issue or at least reduce the odds of occurrence, the name of
the assessment (MSWO) or the use or the words “preference assessment” could have been
eliminated completely. Additionally, if at any point a parent was participating in parent
training with other staff members, there is a chance a preference assessment of some kind
was run in their presence. Although interfering with programming is not ideal, perhaps a
discussion could be had prior to the study beginning that clarifies what participants can and
cannot be exposed to. At the clinic where the study took place, most of the parents
including the participants, socialize in the waiting room at the beginning and end of the day
for drop off and pick up. The parents were asked to not discuss the study, but there is a
chance that components of the intervention were discussed. This could have potentially led
to increased performance during sessions.
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Chapter 6
Future Research
Due to the high percentages in the jargon condition, future research should
consider a different baseline condition to simply assess what the parents know with more
minimal or less explicit instruction. Of course, this would eliminate the ability to isolate
the jargon, but it would possibly allow researchers to gain experimental control. It would
be interesting to observe how parents assess their child’s preference when given all of the
same materials, but less detailed instructions.
During the present study, the actual implementation of the MSWO preference
assessment took around 5 minutes. Since the duration was relatively short, perhaps
researchers could assign parents multiple skills to perform and vary the order each session.
It would be interesting to compare parent performance given multiple interventions paired
with jargon heavy instructions followed by no jargon. The design for this idea could be set
up a number of ways. One way would be to simply provide instructions of three different
preference assessments. Parents could be asked to perform an MSWO, MSW, and paired
stimulus preference assessment, for example. The interventions could be analyzed using a
multiple baseline or multiple probe design, and the total percentage of target responses
implemented correctly for all three interventions would be one data point. The order that
the parents perform each intervention would vary each time, and the conditions could stay
the same as the current study. This may cause participants to attend to each set of the
instructions closely each session before each intervention.
Although the parents were able to implement the MSWO preference assessment
accurately, a questionnaire inquiring about the rationale behind the assessment could yield
interesting information. Are the participants able to explain when the assessment would be
used, why it’s used, and what information it provides? This would assure researchers that
the participants have a thorough understanding of the procedure and not just the steps to
complete it. All three of the parents in this study indicated on the final questionnaire that
the instructions without technical jargon were more preferred. Even though there was a
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preference toward no jargon, performance remained consistent across conditions. It would
be informative to ask parents open ended questions regarding their preferences. Open
ended questions could yield more information about certain components of the study that
the parents liked and did not like. It would also allow researchers to gather information as
to what could be omitted or added to the written instructions. Although the current study
did outline how to respond to the child’s inappropriate behavior, based off of observations
during the sessions, perhaps a more detailed description of how parents need to respond to
problem behavior should have been added. It may be difficult to teach problem behavior
management in a short time and only using written instructions. Therefore, future research
could reduce the requirements regarding problem behavior management or provide
problem behavior management training after the parent performs the intervention correctly.
In addition to parent participants, a future study could consider the use of
participants representing the general public. As was observed in the current study, all three
parents had been exposed to behavior analysis and ABA therapy specifically. The terms
used in the jargon script are terms that are exchanged between staff in the presence of
parents regularly. It would be interesting to observe the performance of individuals who do
not have previous exposure to behavior analysis in comparison to the performance of the
parents in the current study.
Future research may also asses the effects of jargon vs. non-jargon with
confederates posing as children. The use of confederates would allow the researchers to
present more problem behavior across trials which could potentially reduce the ceiling
effect observed in baseline. Additionally, if confederates were used the amount of atypical
responding that occurs could be controlled across participants. An equal number of each
description of atypical responding could occur each session. Parent performance would
then be evaluated across an equal playing field.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
While profession-specific jargon may have been developed to promote clarity,
precision, and unification between practitioners, we believe our results will help confirm
that jargon may not be the barrier that researchers and clinicians have suspected it to be.
However, this requires further research with participants of varying education levels as
well as future research with tasks that vary in their complexity. We believe that although
parents performed at high levels initially which limits conclusions that can be drawn, the
findings of this study are nonetheless very critical. Perhaps the most substantial
contribution of this study is that it sets the stage for future studies that can better examine
the impact of different factors in relation to jargon.
While the results may have been subtle, there was a very slight difference in
performance that appeared to correspond with a difference in educational level and
background. This allowed us to formulate a new hypothesis that we are very eager to
explore further through a follow-up study. Though we had not intentionally selected for a
higher education level, in looking at the results, it may be a critical variable to assess. The
high performance observed in these highly educated participants coupled with the slight
fluctuations in performance that appear to correspond with education level and background
suggest a lot that paves the way for future research, the potential results of which may
prove to be quite fruitful.
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Appendix A
Pretest

Code (For researcher use): _____________________________________
Date: _______________
1. How many years has your child been receiving behavioral therapy? (circle your
response)

Less than one year

Approximately one year

More than one

year

2. Have you ever run a systematic preference assessment? If yes, tell me about it.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________
3. Have you ever observed a preference assessment being conducted? If yes,
elaborate.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
4. Have you ever read information about a preference assessment? If yes, tell me
about it.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
____________
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Appendix B
Parent/ Child Informed Consent Form
Please read this consent document carefully before you decide to participate in this
study. The researcher will answer any questions before you sign this form.
Purpose:
Potential participants for this study have been selected by one of the therapists at Nemours
Children’s Hospital. You and your child are being invited to participate in a study on
parent training. The purpose of this study will be to examine the effects of different ways
of presenting written instruction to parents to determine which method is preferable and
also to assess which method is most effective in preparing them to accurately complete a
behavior analytic assessment on their child.
Procedures:
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete a brief pre-study
questionnaire that is designed to assess your knowledge on the procedure that will be used
in the study. It will also ask about the number of years your child has been in treatment.
The questionnaire should take less than 10 minutes to complete and will determine your
eligibility to participate in the study. Once eligibility has been determined, you will be
asked to conduct a behavior analytic assessment on your child and interpret the results
under various training conditions. There will be a total of three conditions. The number of
sessions within each condition will vary based on the data. All sessions will be conducted
at Nemours Children’s Hospital.
You will be presented with instructions in three different formats to assess the
effects of various approaches to presenting information during parent training. At the
beginning of each session you will be provided with the appropriate instructions and given
30-minutes to read them prior to the start of the session. You will not be required to use the
entire 30-minutes. You will also be permitted to refer to the instructions during every
session. There will be a total of three conditions and three slightly differing sets of
instructions for how to perform the same procedure.
Each of the sessions within each condition will include up to five trials, but can
have less if your child does not respond. The estimated time to complete one session is less
than 5 minutes (approximately 1 minute per trial) and the number of sessions will vary
based on the data but is estimated to be less than 20 sessions with no more than one session
being run each day. After you have had the opportunity to read the instructions and
implement the procedure during each session in the condition, a brief questionnaire will be
provided that is designed to assess your perception of the instructions that were provided.
A questionnaire will be administered after completion of each condition (three
questionnaire sessions total) that will be designed to assess your perception of instructions
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that were provided. The estimated length of time that you will spend on each questionnaire
will be less than five minutes.
Risks:
There are no foreseeable risks to participating in this study. If your child cries or expresses
that they want a break, sessions will be terminated for that day. If you express that you
want to stop, the session will also be terminated for that day.
Benefits:
The results of this study could suggest an effective method for presenting parents with
behavior analytic instructions. This could increase parent understanding and
implementation of behavior analytic techniques along with the benefit of the child
receiving services.
Confidentiality:
All information shared and collected for this project will be kept fully confidential to the
extent provided by law. All information will be filed and stored in an electronic file. A
code will be assigned to each participant as a way of keeping names confidential. When the
study is complete, and the data has been analyzed, the information will be destroyed.
Voluntary participation:
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. There is no penalty for not
participating. You may also refuse to answer any of the questions we ask you.
Right to withdraw from the study:
You have the right to withdraw from the study at any time without consequence.
Whom to contact if you have questions about the study:
Ruth Whipple
817-368-8038
rwhipple2017@my.fit.edu
Whom to contact about your rights as a research participant in the study:
Dr. Lisa Steelman, IRB Chairperson
150 West University Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901
Email: lsteelma@fit.edu Phone: 321.674.8104
Agreement:
I have read the procedure described above. I voluntarily agree to participate in the
procedure and I have received a copy of this description.
Participant: _______________________________________ Date:__________
_________________
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Principal Investigator: _________________________________Date:__________

Assent Script
The following script will be read to the child participants after written consent is obtained
from the parents and written permission is provided from the parents indicating that their
child may participate. This will occur prior to beginning the study to ensure participants’
comfort with the research procedures:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Hi, my name is _____________. I have given your mom/dad some toys to show you and
you can decide which toys to choose. Your mom/dad will show you many different kinds
of toys and then you will be asked to choose which toy you want to play with. Do you want
to choose some toys to play with?”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Because of the nature of the study and criterion to participate, most participants will be
nonverbal and may be unable to formally communicate. However, if the participant does
not overtly protest and seems interested, the researcher will allow them to participate in the
study.
Once the session has begun, if the child engages in any behavior to indicate that they do
not wish to participate (e.g., displays problem behavior, does not respond when told to
choose one, etc.), the instructions will prompt the parent to terminate the session within 30seconds and notify the therapist. If the parent does not properly terminate the session
within the desired about of time, the researcher will intervene and assist the parent with
terminating the session. If this occurs for 3 consecutive sessions, the principle investigator
will cease all future sessions and dismiss the participant from the study.
Assent obtained by: _______________________________ Date: ________________
Witness: ________________________________________ Date: ________________
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Appendix C
Operational Definitions
Operational Definitions
Stimulus presentation: The three following criteria must be met:
 The parent places the correct number of toys that correspond with that trial in a
straight horizontal line on the table (i.e., five toys for trial one, four toys for trial
two, three toys for trial three, etc.)
 The items must be presented in the same order as the items listed on their data
sheet with the first item on the far left. An incorrect response will be scored if the
parents fail to fill in the data sheet and therefore do not position the toys according
to its reference.
 On subsequent trials after trial one, a correct response will be scored during
presentation if the item the child selected is not included in the array.
Stimulus position:
 Correct stimulus position will be scored if parents place the toys approximately 2
inches apart and one foot in front of the child or evenly spaced on the table.
Post selection response:
 Correct post selection will be scored if the parent rotates the position of the toy in
the array so that the toy on the far left is moved to the far right end of the array and
re-spaces the items so that they are positioned in front of the child.
Stimulus removal:
 With the exception of the last trial, correct stimulus removal will be scored if the
parent removes all toys from the table after the child has selected an item and
places them in a small pile next to them.
Data recording:
 Correct data recording will be scored if the parent correctly records the name of the
toy the child selected next to the trial it corresponds with.
Response blocking: Only scored if the child responds with problem behavior (otherwise
leave blank)
 This target will be scored as correct if the parent blocks the child from approaching
multiple items at the same time. Also score as correct if the parent blocks attempts
to grab a toy before being instructed to “Choose one”, and takes the item from the
child if they do not relinquish it. An incorrect response will be scored if the
parent’s hands do not move toward the hand of the child when an attempt to grab
multiple items is made.
Timer:
 This target will be scored as correct if the parent turns the timer on for 30 seconds
after their child has chosen a toy.
Trial termination: Only scored if the child responds atypically (otherwise leave blank)
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Observers will score a correct response if the parent terminates the trial by
removing the toys from the table if the child does not respond within 30-seconds.
Problem behavior:
 Selecting more than one item at the same time
 Selecting a second item right after the first item within the same trial
 Not responding within 30 seconds (this could be due to the simple failure to evoke
a response or also could be due to the child engaging in any problem behavior such
as tantrumming, stereotypy, or other problem behaviors)
 Selecting or attempting to select an item that is not presented on that trial
 Selecting an item before being told to “Choose one”.
 Not relinquishing the toy
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Client_______ Primary/Secondary______Date_________ Time________ Room Number______
✓ or ✗

✓ or ✗

✓ or ✗
✓ or ✗
✓ or ✗
✓ or ✗
✓ or ✗
Post
Stimulus
Stimulus Selection Stimulus
Data
Response
Trial
Presentation Position Response Removal Recording Blocking Termination
1
2
3
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4
5

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.
1.

2.
2.

3.
3.

4.

1.

2.

1.

5.

✓ or ✗

✓ or ✗

Problem
Behavior

Timer

Appendix D
Written Instructions in Technical Jargon
Before the preference assessment begins:
1. Gather 5 stimuli to be utilized during the multiple stimulus without replacement
(MSWO) preference assessment.
2. Randomly assign the stimuli a number 1-5, and fill in Data Sheet A with the
stimulus that corresponds with the number it has been assigned.
3. Position the stimuli to ensure they are readily available for you and so the subject
cannot emit a premature response prior to the presentation of the discriminative
stimulus.
Conducting the assessment:
1. Place the 5 tangibles on the table in a straight horizontal array in front of the
subject, in the order listed on Data Sheet A. (Item 1 on your far left)
2. The stimuli should be approximately 2-inches apart and 1 foot in front of the
subject.
3. You should now present the discriminative stimulus (i.e., vocally prompt the
subject to “choose one”).
4. Allow the subject to pick only one stimulus. A typical response should be for the
subject to orient toward and select one toy. If the response topography is
inconsistent with the previously described physical form, refer to the atypical
responses section below. If the subject’s response pattern is consistent with that of
a typical response, continue to step 5 below.
 Atypical response topographies:
o Choosing more than one stimulus: This response topography
manifests in the form of selecting more than one stimulus at the same
time, selecting a second stimulus immediately following acquirement
of the first stimulus, orienting toward and attempting to select a
stimulus that is not presented during that trial, or selecting a stimulus
before the discriminative stimulus is presented. If any of the
aforementioned response topographies occur, control the response by
preventing the subject from contacting the stimulus. If the subject does
effectively obtain both stimuli, implement a penalty contingency by
immediately removing the stimuli from the subject’s possession and
re-presenting the same stimuli again in the same position in the array.
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5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

Next redeliver the discriminative stimulus (i.e., vocally prompt the
subject to “choose one”).
o Failing to emit the appropriate response for any reason: After
delivery of the discriminative stimulus, if the subject fails to emit a
response (i.e., fails to select a stimulus) within 30- seconds, remove all
stimuli from the table and terminate the session and notify the
therapist.
o Not relinquishing the stimulus when instructed: If your child does
not relinquish the stimulus once instructed, take the stimulus from
their hands. If problem behavior escalates terminate the session.
Start your stopwatch and allow the subject to interact with the first stimulus that
they touch for a duration of 30-seconds and while the subject is interacting with the
stimulus, remove all of the stimuli from the table and place them in a small
assortment next to you to facilitate acquiring them at a later time.
Refer to Data Sheet B. Next to trial 1 record the name of the stimulus the subject
selected after you delivered the discriminative stimulus (i.e., vocally prompted the
subject to “choose one”).
After the 30-seconds has elapsed, take the stimulus from the subject and place this
stimulus in its own separate area that is designated for stimuli that the subject
selected but is still out of the subject’s reach.
Now 4 stimuli should remain.
Refer back to Data Sheet A and the order that the stimuli are listed. Place the
remaining 4 stimuli back on the table in the same order indicated by Data Sheet A.
Stimuli should again be placed in a straight horizontal array in front of the subject
excluding the stimulus the subject selected on the first trial. The stimuli should be
spaced about 2-inches apart and 1 foot in front of the subject.
Now rotate the stimuli by taking the stimulus on your far left and placing it at the
end of the line on your far right.
Now that the stimuli are repositioned, redeliver the discriminative stimulus emitted
previously (i.e., vocally prompt the subject to “choose one”).
Allow the subject to select only one stimulus and respond to any atypical
responding by following the steps outlined in the atypical responding section in
step 4 above. If atypical responding does not occur, then start your stopwatch and
move on to the next step below.
Allow the subject to interact with the second stimulus they make contact with for a
duration of 30-seconds and while the subject is interacting with the stimulus,
remove all of the stimuli from the table and place them in a small assortment next
to you to facilitate acquiring them at a later time.
Refer to Data Sheet B. Next to trial 2 record the name of the stimulus the subject
selected.
Now 3 stimuli should remain, and you are ready to begin Trial 3. Repeat steps 7-14
in the same way filling in the information for each new trial on Data Sheet B and
repositioning the stimuli as listed on Data Sheet A until you have 1 stimulus
remaining.
Inform the researcher when you are done with this portion of the assessment.
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Scoring the Assessment:
*Utilize the stimulus with the highest score (5) in programs to decrease
problem behavior and expand the subject’s repertoire.
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Appendix E
Parent Data Sheet
Data Sheet A
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Data Sheet B
Score
Trial 1:
Trial 2:
Trial 3:
Trial 4:
Tiral 5:

5
4
3
2
1

Appendix F
Written Instructions in Non-Technical Jargon
Before the preference assessment begins:
1. Gather 5 toys to be used during the assessment.
2. Randomly assign the toys a number 1-5, and fill in Data Sheet A with the toy that
corresponds with the number it has been assigned.
3. Position the toys to ensure they are readily available for you and so your child
cannot easily gain access to them before you give the signal.
Conducting the assessment:
1. Place the 5 toys on the table in a straight horizontal line in front of your child, in
the order listed on Data Sheet A. (Item 1 on your far left)
2. The toys should be about 2-inches/ 2 fingers apart and 1 foot in front of your child.
3. You should now deliver the signal (i.e., tell your child to “Choose one”).
4. Allow your child to pick only one toy. A typical response should be for your child
to choose one toy. If this does not occur, refer to the atypical responses section
below. If your child chooses one toy, continue to step 5 below.
 Atypical responses:
o Choosing more than one toy: Choosing more than one toy can take
the form of selecting more than one toy at the same time, choosing a
second toy right after the other, attempting to select a toy that is not
presented during that trial, or selecting a toy before being told to
“Choose one.” If any of these behaviors occur, gently block one of
your child’s hands. If your child successfully does take both items,
take the items away from your child and represent the same toys again
in the same position in the straight line. Next redeliver the signal (i.e.,
tell your child to “Choose one”).
o Not selecting a toy for any reason (e.g., problem behavior): After
delivery of the signal, if your child does not pick a toy within 30seconds, remove all toys from the table and end the session and notify
the therapist.
o Not letting go of the toy when instructed: If your child does not give
you the toy once instructed, take the toy from their hands. If problem
behavior escalates end the session.
5. Start your stopwatch and allow your child to play with the first item that they touch
for a length of 30-seconds and while your child is playing with the toy remove all
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of the toys from the table and place them in a small pile next to you so you have
easy access to them at a later time.
6. Refer to Data Sheet B. Next to trial 1 write down the name of the toy your child
selected after you gave the signal (i.e., told your child to “Choose one”).
7. When the 30 seconds is over, take the toy from your child and place this toy in its
own separate area that is designated for toys that your child selected but is still out
of your child’s reach.
8. Now 4 toys should remain.
9. Refer back to Data Sheet A and the order that the toys are listed. Place the
remaining 4 toys back on the table in the same order indicated by Data Sheet A.
Toys should again be placed in a straight horizontal line in front of your child
excluding the toy your child selected on the first trial. The toys should be spaced
about 2-inches/ 2 fingers apart and 1 foot in front of your child.
10. Now reposition the toys by taking the toy on your far left and placing it at the end
of the line on your far right.
11. Now that the toys are repositioned, redeliver the signal given previously (i.e., tell
your child to “choose one”).
12. Allow your child to select only one toy and respond to any atypical responding by
following the steps outlined in the atypical responding section in step 4 above. If
atypical responding does not occur, then start your stopwatch and move on to the
next step below.
13. Allow your child to play with the second toy that they touch for length of 30seconds and while your child is playing with the toy, remove all of the toys from
the table and place them in a small pile next to you so you have easy access to
them at a later time.
14. Refer to Data Sheet B. Next to trial 2 write down the name of the toy your child
selected.
15. Now 3 toys should remain, and you are ready to begin Trial 3. Repeat steps 7-14 in
the same way filling in the information for each new trial on Data Sheet B and
repositioning the toys as listed on Data Sheet A until you have 1 toy remaining.
16. Inform the researcher when you are done with this portion of the assessment.
Scoring the Assessment:
*Use the toy with the highest score (5) in programs to decrease problem
behavior and teach new skills.
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Appendix G
Baseline Social Validity Questionnaire

Question 1: How would you rate your level of understanding concerning how to carry out
the preference assessment?
1
Not at all

2

3
4
General Understanding

5
Completely understand

Question 2: To what level do you believe your understanding could have been improved if
the instructions were delivered verbally?
1
2
Not at all improved

3
4
Somewhat improved

5
Completely improved

Question 3: Please rate the clarity of the written instructions provided.
1
2
Not at all clear

3
Somewhat clear

4

5
Completely clear

Question 4: How would you rate the written instructions on a scale of cold and mechanical
to caring and compassionate?
1
2
Cold/ Mechanical

3
Neither

4
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5
Caring/ Compassionate

Appendix H
Intervention Social Validity Questionnaire

Question 1: How would you rate your level of understanding concerning how to carry out
the preference assessment?
1
Not at all

2

3
4
General Understanding

5
Completely understand

Question 2: To what level do you believe your understanding could have been improved if
the instructions were delivered verbally?
1
2
Not at all improved

3
4
Somewhat improved

5
Completely improved

Question 3: Please rate the clarity of the written instructions provided.
1
2
Not at all clear

3
Somewhat clear

4

5
Completely clear

Question 4: How would you rate the written instructions on a scale of cold and mechanical
to caring and compassionate?
1
2
Cold/ Mechanical

3
Neither

4

5
Caring/ Compassionate

Question 5: Rate how helpful the removal of technical jargon was.
1
2
Not at all helpful

3
4
Somewhat helpful

5
Very helpful

Question 6: Which condition did you feel was the most easily understood? (circle your
choice)
Question 7: Describe your educational background/ highest degree:
Condition 1 (Technical Language)
Condition 2 (Nontechnical Language)
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